ERGOPLUS MULTIFUNCTION HANDSET
An ergonomically designed, easy-to-grip handset
for patient control of TV / music, lights and nurse
call functions on a TACERA Nurse Call System. The
solid blue, water resistant case is non-slip and dip
sterilisable, and the soft touch buttons are recessed
to avoid accidental activation. The entire handset
is manufactured from silicone rubber with an
anti-bacterial
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Large back-lit buttons
Reassurance indication
All-in-one design that is easy to grip
Non-slip case and linen clip to ensure it is always at
hand for your patient
Improved infection control
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A simple, all-in-one patient handset that provides your
patient with a single point of control for TV / music, lights
and nurse call functions.
The unique shape and ergonomic design ﬁts comfortably
in your patient’s hand. Textured, coloured, back-lit buttons
avoid confusion and assist sight impaired patients, especially
at night and in low light conditions.
The buttons are easy to activate and are suitable for use by
the inﬁrm or patients with manipulative disabilities.

L ONG L ASTING D ESIGN
Manufactured from silicone rubber, the solid blue case has
an all-in-one design that is robust and durable.

The cable incorporates a 3.5 mm socket for external
earphones, allowing patients to use their own headsets,
or disposable headsets provided by the facility, without
disturbing other patients in the room.
The TV controls work with any commercial television via
Infrared, without the need for wiring into the television.
Room and bed lights can be controlled via an IP Dual Relay.

I MPROVED I NFECTION C ONTROL
The handset has an IP67 rating, allowing it to be dip
sterilised for easy cleaning after patient use. The soft touch
silicone case and buttons have an anti-bacterial additive for
improved infection control.

The ErgoPLUS Multifunction Handset is supplied with a cordsaver section that protects the callpoint socket, handset plug
and cable from damage should the cable be placed under
severe tension, such as moving the bed with the handset
still connected.

A handset removal alarm ensures instant notiﬁcation
that a handset is not available for your patient,
reducing downtime.

The non-slip case and large linen clip on the cable
ensure that the handset does not slip off the bed and
is always at hand for your patient.

Suitable for use by left- and right-handed patients.

Class B certiﬁcation ensures the handset meets the
new emission requirements for hospitals and aged
care facilities.

The nurse call and light control buttons are large,
backlit for ease of use at night, and with Braille dots
on the CALL button for easy identiﬁcation by the
visually impaired.
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